“Silver and gold
I have none;
but what I do have,
I give to you . . .”
(Acts 3:6)

RESOURCES TO ENCOURAGE
NON-CONSUMERIST
ADVENT AND CHRISTMAS SEASONS

These resources come from
a variety of sources.
Acknowledgement of the source
is indicated with the material provided.
We are grateful
for the use of these materials.
The Economic Justice Working Group,
JPIC Promoters, Rome, Italy
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Advent Prayer on Consumerism
By: Education for Justice

Slow us down, O Lord, this Advent,
So we may understand the darkness we are in,
The darkness of fear that comes with wanting more,
And the fear of having less.
Grant us the light of transformation,
As we wait for your true abundance
The love of the Incarnation,
A love that brings us true dignity and security,
A love that embraces all, that enriches all,
That calls us all to share justly and celebrate joyfully.
Slow us down, O Lord, this Advent,
So we may understand the darkness we are in,
The darkness of fear that comes with wanting more,
And the fear of having less.
Grant us the light of transformation,
As we wait for your true abundance
The love of the Incarnation,
A love that brings us true dignity and security,
A love that embraces all, that enriches all,
That calls us all to share justly and celebrate joyfully.
We pray this in Jesus’ name. Amen.
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(from Education for Justice,
)
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ALTERNATIVES TO CONSUMERISM
IN “DEVELOPING” COUNTRIES
Is there any consumerism in developing countries? The purchase of goods and
services is on a remarkable increase especially among the middle class. This
really shouldn't be a surprise with new products being introduced almost daily,
especially when it comes to technology products and luxury goods. Buying just
the necessities is a thing of the past. This is a challenge for the developing
countries where many people hardly meet their daily basic needs. We want to
consider Alternatives to Consumerism for Advent and Christmas. The objective
is not only to save some money for future use but to promote the well-being of
our brothers and sisters, living with gratitude and harmony while enjoying the
God given gifts.
All over the world, Christmas is a time of giving. No one is so poor that he
cannot give anything. This giving should not be simply exchange of gifts
between a certain category of people; friends, relatives, etc. but to whoever in
need of food, clothing, house, education; also giving one’s self through the visit
of the sick, aged, lonely and abandoned. In most of the developing countries,
the pain of war and violence has become a day to day reality. Advent season
can also be a moment of renewal of our commitment for transmitting human,
Christian and moral values necessary for reconciliation and peace building. Last
and not least, it is a time to become the voice of the voiceless. These charitable
deeds are not new. Many people of good will, as individuals, groups and
associations have practiced them in the past making advent and Christmas
truly meaningful. “The poor are always with us.” Sacrifice yourself and your
time not only during Christmas but throughout the whole year.
(Joyce NJOGU, LSSC)
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A SUBJECT1 BECOMES AN OBJECT
AND AN OBJECT BECOMES A SUBJECT
(original in Portuguese)

FreiBetto*

Neo liberal consumerism today generates a feat which causes philosophers much perplexity: the
human subject becomes an object and an object (merchandise) becomes a subject.
Consumerism is no longer determined by need. Merchandise carries a brand and status and
gives value to those who use it. When he obtains it, the consumer permits himself to be
possessed by it. The value it holds, created by advertising and by fashion, emanates, and
impregnates the consumer.
In the universe of consumerism, if someone desires to be well accepted by others in his social
circle, he must equip himself with all the luxury objects which will give him an aura which can
show, socially, his high level and status. Poor him if he does not use certain makes of car, watch
and clothing. Poor him if he does not go to select restaurants. Poor him if he does not travel in
executive class to New York, Paris or to some Pacific island which is the “latest spot”.
If the subject decides to refuse to use the list of objects which are considered perfect, he runs the
risk of being excluded, deleted from the social circle which establishes a certain minimum
standard for consumerism as a code of identity.
Summing up, the subject starts to be treated as an object. Doubly an object: for subjecting
himself to merchandise and for being rejected by his peers. For in the consumer system only
those who move shamelessly in the universe of luxury and the superfluous are accepted.
This dehumanizing process stimulates the obsoleteness of merchandise. Now production must
cater not to a need, but to a dream, a desire, a longing for social climbing. The product acquired
today – car, computer, Ipad – will be obsolete tomorrow.
You may want to insist on keeping the electronic equipment which is adequate to your present
needs. All who surround you will notice your anachronism. You have lost your identity with the
tribe which moves towards the acquisition of merchandise which is ever more sophisticated, with
a bolder design.
The only way to be accepted by the tribe is to acquire the same objects which, as subjects, will
rescue you from the grey and mediocre universe of ordinary mortals.
This inverts a human subject into an object and transforms the object into “human” or even
“divine”. This is disseminated through advertising – which does not distinguish class. The appeal
is the same for all. The billionaire in his executive jet and the young semi illiterate person from
the favelas (shanty towns) suffer the same impact from advertising.
1

In Portuguese, the word “sujeito” which translates as “subject” is much used when referring to a person (male)
whose name is not mentioned. A “sujeito” is also a subject - a “national or citizen”; a “fellow, chap, bloke, beggar”,
etc., as well as a “subordinate, dependent, dominated person”. It has been hard to translate this concept properly.
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The difference is that the former has easy access to new consumer icons. The young person
absorbs the icons in his knapsack of desires and recognises how he is socially discarded and
disposable for not investing in objects which give value to persons. Hence frustration and
rebellion.
Frustration can be compensated by the healthy envy of those who perceive the radiance of
others: readers of celebrity magazines and those who surf the net, attracted by their idols’ call of
the mermaid. Rebellion leads to crime – “I am not like them, but I will, come what may, obtain
what they have”.
Are there any limits to obsolescence? Will super production one day make the supply alarmingly
greater than the demand? It seems not. Industry years ago learnt that the consumer is irrational
and is not moved by principles, but by effect. Which moves him to shop.
It also learnt to make production follow concentration of wealth. Popular cars are no longer
manufactured. Those who mostly purchase vehicles are families who already possess at least
one.
Now, in post modernity, people no longer relate to each other, they connect. Encounters are not
real, but virtual. We no longer live in society, but in networks. Nobody is excluded, simply
deleted.
Intimacy gives way to “extimacy”, as expressed by Bauman. It knocks down all walls of privacy.
To the point of people becoming saleable merchandise, walking shop windows who expect to be
admired, desired, envied and coveted. Thus the heavy investment in gyms, cosmetics, plastic
surgery, etc. Many anxiously seek to be objects of desire. Because their self-esteem depends on
what others can see. And the market well knows how to manipulate such low self-esteem.
Copyright 2012 by FreiBetto
<http://www.freibetto.org/> twitter: @freibetto.

*ABOUT FREI BETTO
He is a Brazilian Dominican with an international reputation as a liberation theologian.
Within Brazil he is equally famous as a writer, with over 56 books to his name. In 1985 he won
Brazil’s most important literary prize, the Jabuti, and was elected Intellectual of the Year by the
members of the Brazilian Writers’ Union.
FreiBetto has always been active in Brazilian social movements, and has been an adviser to the
Church’s ministry to workers in São Paulo’s industrial belt, to the Church base communities, and
to the Landless Rural Workers’ Movement (MST).

Helen Hughes (translator)
E-mail: 96helen@gmail.com
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